This paper studies the effects of monetary policy rules in a fiscal federation, such as the European Union. The focus of the analysis is the interaction between the fiscal policy of member countries (regions) and the monetary authority. Each of the countries structures its fiscal policy (spending and taxes) with the interests of its citizens in mind. When capital markets are integrated, the fiscal policy of one country can influence equilibrium wages and interest rates. Under certain rules, monetary policy may respond to the price variations induced by regional fiscal policies. Depending on the type of rule it adopts, such interventions by the monetary authority can facilitate a redistribution of the tax burden across regions.
INTRODUCTION
to be part of the normal operating procedure of the central bank. If, for example, the central bank responds to variations in prices, then fiscal spillovers create a dependence of monetary policy on regional fiscal policy.
Thus our analysis highlights the interplay between fiscal policy and monetary rules. The choice of monetary policy rules will impact on the conduct and effects of fiscal policy by governments within a federation. This paper is partly motivated by recent experience within the European Monetary Union. This is a leading example of a federation in which member states conduct independent fiscal policies yet there is a single central bank. Within the EMU, there have been numerous attempts to restrict fiscal policy at the national level. The costs of these restrictions arise from the limits on tax smoothing as well as the inability of member states to respond to country specific shocks through fiscal policy. The gains to these restrictions are less clear.
As argued in Cooper, Kempf, and Peled (2005) , a central fiscal entity may have an incentive to pay the debt obligations of regional governments. If so, there may be a rationale for limits on deficits. But that analysis does not pertain directly to the EMU in which direct bailout of a governmental authority by the ECB is exlpicitly forbidden. Instead, any bailout of regional debt in the EMU would occur through the "normal operations" of the European Central Bank. Thus we are interested in how the choice of monetary policy rule by a monetary authority, such as the ECB, impacts on fiscal policy by individual countries.
We explore these issues in a multi-region overlapping generations model with money and capital. Each of the regions (countries) structures its fiscal policy (spending and taxes) with the interests of its citizens in mind. Each region perceives a gain to shifting its tax burden onto other federation members. The main issue addressed in this paper is how the choice of monetary policy facilitates the shifting of regional tax burdens.
Whether the fiscal policy of one region can influence the welfare of agents in other regions depends in part on the source of money demand in the economy. In a frictionless environment in which money earns the same return as capital and bonds, the tax and spending of one region is completely irrelevant due to standard Ricardian type arguments. In this case, the fiscal policy of one region has no effect on individuals in other regions.
But, if the demand for money reflects frictions, which appear as reserve requirements in our model, then the fiscal policy of one region can impact equilibrium variables. In particular, the choice of the debt level in one region will influence aggregate capital holdings and thus the equilibrium interest rates and wages.
In this situation, monetary policy matters for the magnitude and extent of the fiscal spillovers. Depending on the type of rule it adopts, the monetary authority can facilitate this redistribution of the tax burden.
That is, in addition to influencing the equilibrium values of interest rates and wages, the fiscal policy of a region may induce a response by the monetary authority.
To study the interactions between regional fiscal policy and the monetary policy response, we highlight a comparison of rules which fix money growth and those which peg an interest rate.
1 Intuitively, one might conjecture that apparently weak monetary rules such as pegging the interest rate would facilitate the redistribution of tax burdens. If a region runs a deficit, selling its debt will impact interest rates. A monetary 1 Carlstrom and Fuerst (1995) also compare interest rate and money growth rules in the presence of cash-in-advance and portfolio restrictions. They do not study how these rules can facilitate fiscal spillovers. As in Carlstrom and Fuerst (1995) , these two extreme policies meant to illustrate the potential for interaction across the two regions.
authority striving to peg interest rates may be induced to monetize the regional debt. In doing so, it would tax the money holdings of other agents. In contrast, a strong monetary authority would fix the growth rate of the money supply and thus be immune to fiscal pressures.
We also use our framework to highlight the interaction between the effects of monetary policy and asset market participation. If some agents do not save through intermediaries, then the insulation property of a fixed interest rate rule disappears and monetary policy has distribution effects across agents and regions.
Multi-Region Model
We study a multi-region (multi-country) infinite overlapping generations model with three stores of value:
capital, money and bonds.
2 Agents live for two periods in one of two regions, i = 1, 2. The size of each generation is normalized to equal 1 with a fraction η 1 of the agents living in region 1.
As our focus is on the interaction between the regions and the choice of monetary rules, we study the unique monetary steady state of the overlapping generations model. Thus the presentation of the basic model ignores time subscripts.
Households
Households are endowed with a unit of time in youth which is inelastically supplied to the labor market in return for a real wage ω. Consumption occurs in both youth and old age. Hence, households consume a portion of their wage and save the rest. There are three stores of value: fiat money, loans to firms and government debt.
The household in region i receives a transfer g i from its regional government in the first period and pays a tax of τ i t in period t = y, o for i = 1, 2 where t = y denotes youth and t = o denotes old age. The household in region i chooses how much to save, denoted s i to solve
where
The real rate of return is denoted R. The first-order condition for the household is
Here R is interpreted as the rate of return offered by competitive intermediaries, described below. These intermediaries are open to all agents regardless of region (country). Thus financial markets are fully integrated.
Let s(ω, R, τ y , τ o ) denote the savings function of a household. We assume s R (ω, R, τ y , τ o ) > 0 so that substitution effects dominate.
Firms
Firms in both regions have access to the same constant returns to scale technology which converts labor (L) and capital (K) into the single consumption good:
is the per worker capital stock, then these first order conditions become ω = f (k) − kf (k) and r = f (k) where f (k) = F (k, 1). Capital fully depreciates in the production process.
Regional Governments
The government in region 1, denoted RG 1 , is the sole active government. It transfers an exogenous amount g 1 to young agents of each generation and levy taxes on young and old agents. In addition, it receives a real transfer from the central bank of T 1 . Looking at the region 1 government budget constraint from the perspective of a generation,
Here the region 1 government must pay the same return on its debt, r, paid to lenders by firms.
We summarize fiscal policy for region 1 by the amount of debt it issues. Once b is determined, taxes in the two periods come directly from (3) since g 1 is given.
Note that we are forcing budget balance across time for each generation. In effect, each generation is represented by its own fiscal authority without interactions in fiscal policy across generations within a period.
Region 2 does not make transfers to young agents, g 2 = 0. However, depending on the nature of operations of the central bank, the region 2 government may receive transfers, denoted T 2 , which are then rebated to old agents, τ
Intermediaries
There are intermediaries who provide the link between households and assets (loans to firms and government debt) and these intermediaries are subject to a reserve requirement. This reserve requirement creates a demand for money even when the return on bonds and loans exceeds the return on money.
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The intermediaries take in total deposit, S, and lend them to firms, k and to the region 1 government.
There is a reserve requirement that a fraction λ of the deposit must be held as money. Hence M p = λS and b + k = (1 − λ)S. Thus, the return on deposits R satisfies
where r is, as above, the rental rate on capital, and π is 1 plus the inflation rate. Government bonds, as they compete with loans in the portfolio of the intermediary, must also have a return of r.
Central Bank
The Central Bank (CB ) controls the supply of money. Changes in the supply of money are brought about through transfers to the region 1 government and thus to agents in that region where φ i is the fraction of the transfer given to region i. Denote by T i (k, b) the transfer per capita made to region i agents:
We assume the CB is able to commit to a transfer function. We explore the implications of T (k, b) for the fiscal policy of region 1. The policy response of the CB noted in the introduction is embedded in the transfer function.
In our analysis, we also emphasize two monetary policy rules. The first is a fixed money supply rule in which the CB commits to a money growth rule of (1 + σ). We call this a σ − rule. The second is an interest rate rule in which the CB commits to target the interest rate. 7 We call this a R − rule. For each of these two rules, we specify the corresponding T (k, b) policy function of the CB.
Equilibrium Analysis
We focus on steady state equilibrium of this economy, given a stock of region 1 debt. We then characterize the dependence of the steady state equilibrium on regional debt.
Given a transfer function, T (k, b) and fiscal policy of region 1, b, a steady state equilibrium satisfies the following conditions:
• Household optimization characterized by the first order condition for a representative region i household:
for i = 1, 2
4 We do not consider open market operations. In some settings, as discussed in Smith (1994) these two forms of monetary operations may not be equivalent. 5 In the analysis, we use B 1 when referring to the debt (per member of region 1) of a regional government and use b as the debt of region 1 per capita to describe equilibrium objects. 6 Thus the total transfer is
We explore a variety of pegs distinguished by which rate is pegged.
• budget constraint for region i government determining τ i y and τ
and
• factor market equilibrium conditions:
• zero-profit condition for intermediary:
Using the budget constraint the region 1 government, the first-order condition of a region 1 agent is
For the region 2 agent, the first order condition is
Given the assumption of constant returns to scale, the number of producers is not determined in equilibrium. We assume that there is a single firm producing, hiring workers from all regions.
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The integration of capital markets implies that in each period, the markets of money, capital rentals, labor and government bonds must clear. The functions ω(k) and r(k) guarantee that the markets for capital and labor clear at the given levels of factor supply. The market for government bonds will clear as long as the government pays the market clearing rate of interest.
The analysis follows two possibilities. The first occurs when the reserve requirement is not binding. In this case, money earns the same return as other assets. In this case, there may be no fiscal spillovers from regional fiscal policy.
The second case corresponds to an economy in which the reserve requirement binds. In this case the fiscal policy of one region is not neutral and instead impacts on equilibrium wages and interest rates. That is, there are fiscal spillovers.
From this, the interaction of fiscal and monetary policy will depend both on whether the reserve requirement is binding. In addition, the specification of monetary policy is important as well. Whether monetary policy is directly conditioned on the debt outstanding of a region or whether the response of the central bank is induced by variations in interest rates and wages matters for the analysis.
Non-binding Reserve Requirements
As a useful special case, we start the analysis by studying economies in which the reserve requirement does not bind. In this case, the rates of return on money, capital and bonds must be equal in equilibrium.
We characterize the steady state equilibrium as a function of the policy chosen by the CB through the transfer function. We distinguish two cases: one in which the transfer function depends on k only and a second in which transfers depend directly on b.
These two cases are economically important. If the CB conditions its policy on b, then its response to the fiscal policy of the regional government is direct: changes in the amount of regional debt elicits a monetary response. In this case, it is not surprising that fiscal policy of one region has monetary consequences.
If, instead, the CB conditions policy only on k, then the link between regional fiscal actions and a monetary response will be indirect. This dependence of monetary policy on capital arises from the dependence of wages and interest rates on the capital stock. As we shall see, in this case, variations in fiscal policy which induce changes in the capital stock lead to changes in prices. Under some policy rules, a monetary response arises.
The key to this linkage between fiscal and monetary policy is the ability of regional fiscal policy to effect the aggregate capital stock. As we see in the follow propositions, when the reserve requirement is not binding, regional debt and the capital stock are unrelated. Thus the only link between fiscal and monetary policy occurs when the CB conditions transfers directly on b.
Transfer Function Independent of b
In this case, the CB has a transfer function which depends only on k. Thus any feedback of monetary policy is through variations in k induced by the regional fiscal policy. From the next proposition, the steady state equilibrium is independent of the fiscal policy of region 1. Thus, in the steady state equilibrium, the transfers are independent of the region 1 policy.
, then the steady state equilibrium is independent of b.
Proof. Using the budget constraint of the regional government in (7), the equilibrium consumption of region 1 agents is
and, using (8), the consumption of region 2 agents is
The first-order condition is given by (5) for i = 1, 2.
The only fiscal policy variable of region 1 appearing in the equilibrium conditions is the level of debt, b η 1 . Evaluating the first-order condition for region 1 agents at the equilibrium levels of consumption, it is clear that only the difference between saving and bonds in region 1, (s 1 − b η 1 ), is determined in equilibrium. This is because T (k, b) is independent of b. Thus variations in region 1 debt are matched by variations in the saving of region 1 agents. The per capita capital stock, k, and other equilibrium variables and tranfers are independent of b η 1 . Further, the first-order condition for region 2 agents continues to hold as k and thus
This is a standard Ricardian result. Essentially region 1 conducts fiscal policy in isolation from region 2 and from the CB. Variations in taxes set in youth influence the level of debt and taxes in the future. Households in region 1 fully anticipate the link between current and future taxes and adjust savings accordingly.
There are no equilibrium effects of region 1 fiscal policy. That is, equilibrium interest rates and wages are independent of b η 1 . 9 In equilibrium the transfers of the CB are independent of the fiscal policy of region 1.
Transfer Function Dependent on b
We now consider T b (k, b) = 0 so the CB is induced to respond to region 1 fiscal policy directly. That is, even if region 1 policy has no direct effect on the capital stock, the CB responds directly to variations in b.
Given this direct dependence of monetary policy on the fiscal policy of region 1, it is not surprising that the steady state depends on the fiscal policy stance of region 1, summarized by b.
, then the steady state equilibrium depends upon b.
Proof. Look again at the equilibrium consumption of region 1 agents
The level 
Binding Reserve Requirements
In this section, we study an economy in which the reserve requirement is binding. This friction in asset markets breaks the equalization of returns on money and other assets and will lead to a couple of important findings.
First, Ricardian equivalence fails: the fiscal policy choices of region 1 will have real effects on the capital stock and thus on wages and interest rates. Second, unless the CB adopts a rule in which T (k, b) is independent of (k, b), the fiscal policy of region 1 will induce a policy response.
We study steady state equilibria with valued fiat money given the transfer function of the CB and the fiscal policy of region 1. We compare steady states for different levels of debt issued by region 1. 9 Thus models used to study the international coordination of fiscal policies either have non-Ricardian elements in them or study the impact of the level of government spending. 10 We use local dynamics only to obtain signs for comparative statics. Understanding how the transfer function of the CB influences local dynamics is a topic for further study.
We will generally study the economy in the neighborhood of a particular steady state without region 1 debt and with a constant money supply. At that steady state, we will assume f (k) > 1. If, instead we assume f (k) < 1 at the steady state, then the economy is dynamically inefficient and a role for policy already exists independent of dealing with fiscal spillovers. If f (k) = 1, then there is no distortion due to the reserve requirement since the return on money and capital is the same. This would return us to the case studied earlier. Hence, unless stated otherwise, the analysis takes place in the neighborhood of a steady state with f (k) > 1.
Our starting point for the analysis is to study the case in which the CB commits not to make any transfers, T (k, b) ≡ 0. This case is useful as it highlights the existence of fiscal spillovers: the effects of region 1 fiscal policy on the steady state even for an inactive monetary authority. Changes in b will thus effect k and hence the real interest rate and the real wage rate. The consumption profile of region 2 agents is characterized by (5) and (6). Variations in ω and R induced by the fiscal policy of region 1 will alter the consumption levels and welfare of region 2 agents. The equilibrium allocation is not independent of b η 1 . This proposition makes clear that the Ricardian result is not robust to the introduction of reserve requirements. Given the differential in return between household saving and the interest on government debt, r > R, the dependence of the steady state on region 1 fiscal policy is not surprising.
Proposition 3 assumed a policy rule for the CB with T (k, b) ≡ 0. We now ask if there exists a CB policy which eliminates the fiscal spillover highlighted by Proposition 3. As the next proposition shows, there does not exist such a monetary policy.
Proposition 4 There do not exist T i (k, b) transfer functions, for i = 1, 2, and such that the steady state equilibrium levels of consumption and the capital stock are independent of b.
Proof. In equilibrium, the first-order conditions for region i agents are given by (9) and (10). These are:
Suppose, to the contrary, that there do exist transfers functions T i (k, b) such that the steady state allocation is independent of b. In this case, the consumption levels of region 2 agents would be independent of b. From (15), this will be true iff both R and T 2 (k, b) are independent of b.
With R = r(k)(1 − λ) + λ σ , if R and k are independent of b, then σ must be as well. The transfer function is related to the growth rate of the money supply by
whereσ ≡ σ−1 σ . If the steady state is independent of b, then two conditions must hold for all b, given k. The first is (16).
If this holds for all b, given (k, σ), then
The second condition is that the first-order condition for the region 1 agent must hold for all b, given (k, R). And, this condition must hold at given levels of consumption in youth and old age for all b. 
where the second equality uses R = r(k)(1 − λ) + λ σ . Equations (17) and (19) are two conditions on the derivative of the same transfer function in response to variations in b. These conditions are generally inconsistent.
Since the reserve requirement is binding, R < r so that the T b (K, b) satisfying (19) is negative. But, if there is non-negative money creation,σ > 0 so that T b (K, b) satisfying (17) is positive. This is a contradiction.
If σ < 1 so thatσ < 0, then ... To Be Completed
These two results imply that the fiscal policy of region 1 has effects on the steady state capital stock.
Further, there does not exist a transfer function which would insulate region 2 agents from the fiscal policy of region 1.
With these results in mind we turn to study how the debt of region 1 effects the steady state. We do so by studying the local dynamics of the capital stock and the response of the economy to a change in the debt of region 1.
Capital dynamics are given by:
is the savings function for a region i agent given factor prices and taxes from (5). Here τ
Local dynamics are governed by:
From the region 1 budget constraint, the tax when old depends on the capital stock as well as the tranfsers from the CB. 11 Thus 
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In general we will allow With this structure, we can then study:
Proposition 5 If dkt+1 dkt ∈ (0, 1) at the steady state and
Proof.
The denominator of (22) is positive based on local stability. From the regional government's BC,
. We use this to evaluate the numerator of (22). We also use the condition Rs τo −s τy = 1 from the household's optimization problem. We find:
Here we used Rs τo − s τy = 1. Since s τy < 0 and s τo > 0, this term, which is the numerator, will be negative
11 As the capital stock evolves, we assume that the regional government budget constraint is met by changes in taxes on agents in old tax only. 12 See the discussion in Diamond (1965) .
Special Rules
These results point to the effects of region 1 debt on equilibrium outcomes and potential monetary response.
As we have seen, the monetary response arises from the dependence of regional transfers on the state of the economy, represented by (k, b).
We now turn to the two special forms of tranfer functions induced by two forms of monetary policy. One specifies a money growth rate. The second is an interest rate peg.
These rules are of interest for a couple of reasons. First, they are well established rules for monetary policy. Second, they highlight a basic tension that arises in the conduct of fiscal and monetary policy within a federation. The monetary authority may adopt a non-interventionist rule, such as fixing the growth rate of the money supply, thus allowing the crowding out of capital from regional debt policy, as in Proposition 5.
Or, the monetary policy may prescribe intervention to, for example, reduce or even eliminate crowding out by pegging an interest rate. But this policy may have other effects since the process of pegging an interest rates requires transfers to the regional governments. By focusing on these two cases, we are able to highlight these issues.
Fiscal Spillovers under a σ − rule
We characterize the equilibrium under a fixed money growth rule, denoted σ − rule. The transfers required to support a given growth rate in the money supply are given by
whereσ ≡ σ−1 σ . Using (23), the rate of money growth is determined by the transfer policy set by the CB along with the demand for real money balances, which is proportional to the holdings of bonds and capital.
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With this specific policy, we again find there is crowding out:
Proposition 6 At a locally stable steady state, an increase in b leads to a reduction in the capital stock, an increase in the real interest rate and a reduction in the real wage.
Proof. The key expression is the dynamic equation for the per capita capital stock:
Here k t is the per capita capital stock in period t and b is the per capita amount of region 1 debt outstanding.
As the capital stock evolves, the region 1 budget constraint must be met. Thus the tax on old agents depends on the capital stock, τ 1 o (b, k t+1 ). We first use (24) to study local dynamics. We then use its steady state version as a basis for comparative statics with respect to b.
Differentiating (24),
13 Importantly, this is not the same policy as T (b, k) ≡ 0, except when σ = 1. Else, a fixed money growth rule creates new money and the level of transfers depends on (k, b).
whereσ ≡ σ−1 σ . We assume that both s ω > 0 and s R > 0. From consumption smoothing, s τo > 0. From the production function, r (k) = f (k) < 0, and ω (k) = −kf (k) > 0. Hence dkt+1 dkt is positive as both the numerator and the denominator are positive. At a locally stable steady state, dkt+1 dkt < 1. Armed with (25) and the assumption of local stability, we can look at the effects on a locally stable steady state of a change in per capita debt. To do so, we need to be clear about the fiscal policy experiment.
Here we follow the logic of the stability argument so that τ o will vary with k. Assume that the change in taxes in youth satisfies dτ y = − db η 1 . The tax on old age income is given by τ
With all of this, we can totally differentiate (24) and evaluate the derivative at the steady state. This
The denominator of this expression is positive by the of local stability. The following proves that the numerator is negative. It uses the fact that s τy − s τo R = −1 as s τy = u −(u +R 2 v ) and
Hence dk db < 0 since the numerator is negative and the denominator is positive. When the monetary authority follows a constant money growth rate policy, an increase in the debt of region 1 has the traditional crowding out effect of reducing the capital stock. Though this policy does not directly effect region 2 agents through fiscal instruments, the change in the capital stock leads to changes in real wages and interest rates. These price changes do impact on region 2 agents.
To eliminate this fiscal interaction, a monetary authority may turn to a R − rule. By stabilizing the interest rate, some of the fiscal spillovers will be eliminated. But, the monetary authority may then be induced to facilitate the financing of regional debt obligations.
Equilibrium under Interest Rate Targets
We look here at a couple of interest rate targets.
Real Rate Target
We consider a CB policy to peg the interest rate on deposits, R. As before, the CB is assumed to do so by making money transfers to the region 1 government. With this policy the central bank is indeed "weak": it is forced to respond to the fiscal policy of region 1. But, remarkably, this same policy insulates the agents in region 2 from the inflation tax induced by the fiscal policy of region 1. Further, by pegging the real rate, this form of policy limits the fiscal spillover to the effect of region 1 fiscal policy on the wage rate.
Proposition 7
The steady state equilibrium depends on b η 1 in the R − rule case but the consumption and utility of region 2 agents depends on b η 1 only through real wages.
1−λ . Using this, consumption of young region 1 agents can be written
Given k, R,s 2 is determined from (10) for region 2 agents as η 1 is exogenous.
Consumption of old region 1 agents can be written as c
σ using the regional budget constraint and
σ . The real interest rate on deposits is given by R = r(1 − λ) + λ σ , where we use σ = π in the steady state. Substitute for (s 1 , S, R, to obtain
Using these consumption levels in the region 1 agents first-order condition, (??), yields
The only unknowns in (29) are k and σ once the region 1 government sets b η 1 . 14 The k comes in through S, ω(k), r(k) ands 2 . The σ comes in through the return R.
An equilibrium can be constructed in two steps. Given a target R of the CB and the level of region 1 debt, (29) determines k. 15 Once k is determined, σ must satisfy R = r(k)(1 − λ) + λ σ at the pegged rate. The fact that the steady state depends on b η 1 comes immediately from (29) as consumption levels are not independent of b η 1 as long as there is a reserve requirement, λ > 0. In order for (29) to hold, k must vary with b η 1 . As for region 2 agents, they are insulated from the money creation induced by the fiscal policy in region 1. Once R is set, the consumption of region 2 agents solves (??) with c η 1 will induce a response by the monetary authority, the consumption levels in region 2 are not influenced by the inflation tax since R is independent of b η 1 . As before, the wage of region 2 agents in youth will be effected by b η 1 . As shown in the proof of Proposition 7, if the CB pegs R, then with b η 1 given, there are two equations and two unknowns, (k, σ) to determine. Figure 1 illustrates the construction of a steady state equilibrium.
14 Again, given k, R is set,s 2 is determined. Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 6, we first study the difference equation for capital. We then look at the condition for local stability which will incorporate the effects of the per capita capital stock, k, on transfers to region 1, T 1 .
The dynamic equation for the per capita capital stock:
Here b = η 1 b is again the per capita amount of region 1 debt outstanding. As the capital stock evolves, the region 1 budget constraint is met by changes in τ 
Assumeσ(k t+1 ) + k t+1σ (k t+1 ) > 0. With s 1 τo > 0, this implies the denominator of (31) is positive. In addition, s ω > 0 so the numerator is positive. Thus Armed with this and the assumption of local stability, we have 0 < dkt+1 dkt < 1. We can look at the effects on a locally stable steady state of a change in per capita debt using (30):
The denominator of this expression is positive by the condition of local stability. We will show that the numerator is negative.
As in the proof of Proposition 6, assume that the change in taxes in youth satisfies dτ y = − db η 1 . The change in the tax in old age is given by 
The numerator in this expression is exactly the same as in (26) As b increases, intermediaries will substitute away from capital loans to firms to the holding of debt. As usual, this crowding out leads to an increase in the marginal product of capital, r. But the CB responds to this by inflating in order to peg the interest rate.
Thus, as in Figure 2 we see a reduction in k and an increase in σ in response to the increase in b. Due to the presence of the reserve requirement, λ > 0, the timing of taxes does matter for real allocations: Ricardian equivalence does not hold. Instead, variations in regional debt can impact on capital accumulation.
Further, variations in regional debt can induce a response by the monetary authority. In this sense, the position of the CB is indeed weak relative to the σ − rule case.
But, do variations in b have any effect on region 2 agents? With this structure, the pegging of R by the CB means that region 2 agents do not bear any of the inflation tax. That is, agents in region 2 are insulated from the inflation induced by region 1 fiscal policy.
In the case of a fixed money growth rule, b affected region 2 agents through the real interest rate and real wages. Under a R − rule, interest rates are independent of b. Thus the fiscal spillover is limited to real wages alone.
Return on Capital Target
Here we peg r and thus k. so then variations in B will impact R through π. Given k, solve (29) for R. The LHS is falling in R and the RHS is increasing in R. so with right conditions we have a crossing. Comparative statics shows that as B increases, the LHS shifts up and the RHS shifts down so R will increase with B.
Since r is fixed, the increase in B leads to lower inflation. 
Nominal Rate Target
We have seen that if the CB pegs R, then the effects of region 1 debt policy arise through variations in k.
Alternatively, if the CB pegs r, then the capital stock is fixed so that variations in B come through the inflation rate.
If Rπ is pegged then so is rπ. There is an intermediate case in which the CB pegs the nominal interest rate, Rπ. In this case, a change in region 1 debt will influence both the capital stock and the returns r and
R.
To see why,
• work with (29)
• if k does not change with B, the the lhs increases and the rhs falls. so k must change.
• if it does then r must change and with the peg, so must π but then so must R
Market Segmentation
One of the critical aspects of the model studied thus far is that all agents are involved in the intermediation
process. Yet, for many economies, a large fraction of agents are not involved in these markets. Instead, these agents rely largely on money as a store of value. For those agents, pegging a particular interest rate may not provide adequate insulation from the inflation tax.
To study this, we impose a very simple structure of market participation and look at its implications.
In particular, we assume that only region 1 agents have access to intermediaries. Region 2 agents just hold money. This can be rationalized through the existence of costs of accessing intermediaries which differ across regions.
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The key finding here is that the insulation from the inflation tax through R − rule disappears. That is, the inflation induced by fiscal policy in region 1 is passed onto region 2 agents. In contrast, a σ − rule limits the spillover to the effect of region 1 fiscal policy on real wages.
Household Optimization
Region 1 agents have the same budget constraints and hence the same first-order conditions as earlier. For region 2 agents, their first order condition is
Hereπ = 1 π is the inverse of the inflation rate. For region 2 agents, s 2 is just their real money demand.
Intermediary
In this economy, the intermediary takes in deposits from region 1 agents and allocates them to the holding of government bonds, capital and money. As before, S is total deposits. With only region 1 agents going to the intermediary, S = η 1 s 1 . From the reserve requirement, λS is held as real money balances by the intermediary and (1 − λ)S is held as capital k and bonds b, i.e. (1 − λ)S = k + b.
In terms of returns, R is paid to deposits and r is earned on investments in bonds and in capital. The return on holding money isπ. Hence R = (1 − λ)r + λπ.
Equilibrium Consumption
Inserting the government and intermediary constraints into the budget constraints of the private agents, we can determine equilibrium consumption levels. For region 1 which has an active fiscal authority, we again find
where k 1 is the per capita holding of capital, k = η 1 k 1 , of region 1 agents. For region 2, consumption is given in (34).
Fixed Money Growth
Under a σ − rule, the money supply grows at a constant rate and this determines the transfer function T (k, b). With λ > 0, it is not possible to satisfy (35) with a fixed value of k 1 as b varies. That is,b matters
16 Allowing access to both forms of savings by some agents in both regions is also of interest. One could also imagine a model with endogenous market segmentation along the lines of Chatterjee and Corbae (1992) . Regions may differ in terms of access to intermediaries as well as the distribution of income within a region. Both of these factors would influence the return to holding money versus deposits. It will be the regions with higher costs of intermediation and lower levels of income who would have more money holders and thus be more exposed to regional fiscal policy that induces inflation.
for equilibrium allocations.
But, looking at the consumption levels in (34), region 2 agents are insulated from the effects of region 1 fiscal policy on interest rates. As before, the real wage is influenced by b. Thus when region 2 agents hold only real money balances, the σ − rule rule partially insulates them from region 1 fiscal policy.
R − rule
In this case, as the CB works to peg the interest rate, agents in region 2 will pay the inflation tax. The interest rate is again given by R = (1 − λ)f (k) + λπ. As before, if, for example, b increases, k 1 must fall given R. This will increase r and henceπ will be lower to keep R fixed so π will be higher.
The inflation has a welfare effect on region 2 agents since they hold money as a store of value. An increased deficit in region 1 induces a money transfer and hence a tax on region 2. This effects comes on top of the effects of b on the wage and the interest rate.
Conclusion
This paper studies the contribution of monetary policy to the interactions of regional fiscal policies. In the presence of frictions, modeled here as a reserve requirement, the fiscal policy decisions of one region will generally affect relative prices, and thus spillover to other regions.
Depending on the rule it adopts, the monetary authority can influence the extent of these spillovers.
Paradoxically, some rules that appear to be 'accommodating' and responsive to fiscal actions of regional governments, seem to better suppress these spillovers. As we have seen, a monetary rule that pegs the interest rate may partially insulate one region from another. Surprisingly, this insulation happens despite the fact that the monetary authority is using an inflation tax to peg a real interest rate. Yet, if some agents do not participate in asset markets, this rule also weakens the monetary authority and facilitates the exploitation of one region by another. This arises because the fiscal actions of one region can induce the monetary authority to levy an inflation tax, which affects all regions.
These results point to some more general lessons on the interaction between regional fiscal policy and the choice of monetary rules worth understanding more completely. One of our key findings is that in some cases monetary policy may serve to partially insulate one region from another. The required elements for obtaining such an insulation result are: (i) the choice of an interest rate to peg, and (ii) the extent of agents' participation in asset markets. For the insulation property to hold, it is sufficient that the monetary authority pegs the interest rate in the market in which agents of the region to be insulated are are saving. However, the insulation is not complete, and some spillovers operating through changes in wage rates may persist.
The insulation result fails under a monetary policy which is not characterized by (i) and (ii). Understanding more general conditions for this insulation, as well as consequent welfare implications, remain an open issue.
Our analysis has focused on steady states. As in Smith (1994) , the choice of rules may also have interesting implications for local dynamics.
